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Welcome to the Spring 2019 issue of
Airside International, in which we take in
the usual range of features and hot news
from the ramp environment.
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technological developments are the
themes of an in-depth look at the high
lifts and loaders segment of the GSE
market, while we also talk to two handlers
– Menzies and Swissport – about their
global GSE fleet management and how
they are optimising the value of their huge
equipment inventories. Plus, Ground Team
Red, a handler based in Kuala Lumpur in
Malaysia, offers detail on the launch of its
new digital control tower that is intended
to ‘revolutionise’ ground handling.
Airside looks forward to the ever-popular
annual Airport Show held in Dubai, while
Mie Racjic – formerly of Copenhagen
Airport – offers her thoughts on how
big, modern airports can still act as a
community with shared strategies for
collective benefits.
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TLD’s reGen electric loader

F E AT U R E

Moving with the times
A number of manufacturers of loaders, high lifts and access
platforms offer their plans amid various expectations of further
change in this segment of the GSE industry
Many of the big manufacturers of lifts and loaders active in the
aviation sector will be building this year on what was a strong
12 months for their business in 2018. One of those suppliers is
Florida-based JBT AeroTech, part of JBT Corporation. Says Kevin
Cecil, JBT’s engineering manager loaders: “2018 was another
growth year for JBT’s cargo loaders. We saw a strong increase
in orders for 7-ton loaders for both our Commander and Ranger
product lines. Demand for 15-ton loaders remained high as well.”
At TLD, the globally active GSE manufacturer that forms part
of the ALVEST group (which also incorporates enterprises such
as Sage Parts), Rémi Langlois – chief operating officer at TLD
Canada – recalls: “2018 was a very good year on all GSE product
lines, especially loaders. The growth of air traffic, especially in
China, the fleet renewal of major airlines with aging fleets and the
tremendous growth of online commerce have really made the
loader market explode over recent years.

“In fact, 2018 was our record year in term of loader sales and
2019 will be even better,” he predicts.
Langlois is based at TLD’s Sherbooke plant in Canada, where the
manufacturer produces various loaders such as the 7.5-tonne
TXL-838 series, the TXL-737, TXL-737-E, 929 series and 121 series
products.
At TBD, the Bridgend, South Wales-headquartered GSE supplier,
engineering director Steve Williams informs that its business also
performed well last year. In fact, he says: “TBD has significantly
expanded our global footprint. We have fulfilled orders received
for equipment in the UK and Europe, plus delivered units into the
Middle East and as far as Australia.”
And Philipp Schnurr, who is responsible for product management
at Oppenau, Germany-based GSE supplier DOLL Fahrzeugbau,
Spring 2019 | airsideint.com
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also remembers, “a very good year
for us, as we increased our total sales
comparing to 2018. We also worked on
many projects, which, by the middle
or end of 2018 had put us in a great
position for 2019.”

our customers to make their work
easier and safer – such as our new
system called DOLL SAS (Safe
Approach System), which is now able
to stop the truck before it touches an
aircraft.”

Schnurr looks back on a number of
improvements and additions made to
the DOLL portfolio, which includes
catering trucks, medical vehicles,
cleaning vehicles and maintenance
vehicles serving a wide range of
aircraft types, over 2018. “We had
made some small adaptations on our
trucks by the beginning of 2018 to be
in line with the latest International
Air Transport Association (IATA)
standards,” he says.

As evidence of this successful
development, Schnurr points to a
recent three-year exclusive partnership
agreed with ground services provider
dnata – part of the Emirates Group – in
North America.

“Our main goal during this
development was to fulfil all required
standards coming from IATA or
elsewhere without adding costs for
our customers. We achieved being
‘cost neutral’ for them with our
standard high lift model while fulfilling
all the required standards.
“Several safety systems are additionally
available from DOLL that are helping
4

Meanwhile, at TBD, Williams confirms
that the company has not introduced
any completely new models of late,
but has introduced new options to
improve aircraft protection and offer
enhanced features to the top platform
of its loaders, allowing the platforms to
be used in a wider range of operations.
These features include extra power
generators and aircraft protection
sensors.
TBD has welcomed Jet2 and Swiss
International Airlines as two new
customers in recent times, while
FedEx and flynas returned to the fold
with strong repeat orders – “serving
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“
Technology
is constantly
improving and
pricing will
come down as
it is adopted
by more users,
allowing ideas
that were once
not achievable to
become a reality
Kevin Cecil, JBT
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“
TBD has
significantly
expanded our
global footprint
Steve Williams,
TBD

as confirmation of the reliability and performance of our
equipment”, Williams says.
Langlois notes that the electrification of loaders is definitely
the future and TLD has, as a result, been working to enlarge its
electric portfolio. Its electric TXL-737-E (3.5-tonne) loader and
TXL-838-reGen (7-tonne) loader have been around for 10 years
but – while the market has been slow to switch to electric – it
is really happening now,” he opines. To meet that demand, TLD
is releasing to the market a new electric 15-tonne loader, the
929-reGen.
There were some significant changes at JBT last year. “During
2018, several new variants of JBT loaders debuted,” informs Cecil.
“On the Ranger side of the business, we introduced the Universal
(Main Deck) variant which has the ability to service maindeck
doors on the bridge.
“In addition, a host of continuous improvement projects came
in via customer input and engineering to make both small and
more significant changes to the product. On the Commander side
of our portfolio, we brought back the High Long for customers
who need a loader to service the B767 freighters now becoming
more common on the market, new engines to meet customer
and regulatory requirements, and the integration of the JBT
iOPS telemetry platform on our equipment.” JBT’s Intelligent
Operations Performance System, or iOPS, is designed for
monitoring equipment status, operations, faults, and diagnostic
issues in real time.
The addition and integration of Wales-based AMSS, purchased
in 2017, also meant major change for JBT. Cecil regards it as
having been good news for both the company and for its loader
customers. “New and existing customers can now access the
combined GSE product portfolio synergies of AMSS and JBT as
a leading global supplier of customised solutions and services for
high-value applications in air transportation,” he says.
AMSS was particularly strong in the military market for loaders
such as its Atlas K giant.

A JBT CPT7 transporter in action
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As of now: “We are still in the process of earning new customers
and increasing our business with existing customers, utilising the
combined customised solutions and services capabilities of both
companies,” Cecil confirms.
Looking ahead
JBT and other loader and platform suppliers are not resting on
their laurels. They are all looking to build on last year’s success
for another strong year in 2019. Cecil says of JBT’s future: “You
will see a focus on continuous improvement, new engines to
meet Stage V [emissions] requirements in Europe, additional
electric offerings and the next step in autonomous vehicles.
“We previewed a video of our Auto-Docking system, which will
become available in 2019 on our Commander and Ranger cargo
loaders, at last year’s Las Vegas Expo [held in October],” Cecil
continues. “This has been a hot topic in the industry for a few
years now, as everyone strives to reduce the number of aircraft
strikes from GSE.
“Using a variety of sensors, JBT has displayed a Ranger loader
that can autonomously drive, steer, brake, raise the bridge and
dock with an aircraft,” he notes.
Many of the changes that JBT is making to its loaders are based

directly on customer feedback and their evolving requirements.
Thus, says Cecil: “We have not seen a significant shift in the
market for specific products, but would say that power trains
have become the hot topic in many conversations, especially
around electric power.
“The infrastructure seems to be catching up and the regulatory
environment is going this way as well.” And, as he observes
above, “Auto docking capability to help minimise aircraft strikes
is a popular topic among equipment users.”
TLD has also begun looking at the automation of some loader
functions to ease the burden on the operator, increase safety
around aircraft on the ramp and eventually reduce the cost of
operation.
TLD’s Aircraft Safe Docking (ASD) proximity system was
integrated onto its loaders a few years ago to limit the speed of
the equipment in the vicinity of an aircraft, and the manufacturer
is now releasing its ASD+ system, which control’s the loader
movements during docking at an aircraft.
Plus, as mentioned above, Langlois and his TLD colleagues are
moving ahead with electrification of their loader technology.
“We have been really successful lately with our TXL-838-reGen

Phone:
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sales.airside@gmail.com
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“
More and
more safety is
needed from
year to year
and that’s
why we have
to improve
our models
constantly
Philipp Schnurr
DOLL Fahrzeugbau

electric loader,” he says. “The fact that it
captures back the energy from deceleration
during driving and during the main platform
descent brings an operational advantage to
the user being able to service more aircraft
with a single battery charge.”
DOLL, too, has plans for further
development of its portfolio of lifts.
Broadly speaking, says Schnurr, this involves
remaining “in line and ahead of all required
[regulatory] standards and to give our
customers the best quality all over the
world.”
More specifically, he points to increasing
demand for electric high lifts, although
he insists: “Unfortunately, there is no
competitive serial chassis available in the
market which can be used as a base for
such a high lift [as those produced by
DOLL].
TBD’s portfolio of access platforms is also
to be further expanded and improved. The
company is currently developing a unit
with a larger platform but lower payload:
one 4.5m long, with 8m lift height and
400kg capacity. “This unit has a traversing
platform and is ideal for transferring large
bulky items into and out of an aircraft cabin

A JBT CLT8 loader assists with a British Airways
aircraft at London Heathrow
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in addition to standard engineering access
around both wide and narrowbody aircraft,”
Williams says.
For Williams, “Safety is seen as key with
most airlines – cheaper low-cost options
of this style of equipment are available
and we see other competitors mounting
commercially available high lifts onto
chassis. However, TBD will continue to
manufacture bespoke scissor lifts that have
been specifically designed to work in the
aerospace environment.
“These come with specially selected chassis
enabling us to compete on price, however.
TBD also supports customers by providing
suitable training and through-life product
support,” he declares.
Evolving technology
The development of new technology is
bringing change to the loader/lift/access
platform segment of the on-airport aviation
services industry. For JBT, “Technology will
always be something that we have to take
into account,” confirms Cecil. “Developing
products that are easy to operate, maintain
and provide information to JBT and the end
user on productivity improvements is the
best way to utilise this.

A JBT loader helps a valuable
automobile shipment onto a
CargoLogicAir B747 freighter
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“Technology is constantly improving and pricing will come down
as it is adopted by more users, allowing ideas that were once not
achievable to become a reality,” he adds.
TLD’s Langlois informs: “Other than the previously discussed
electrification and automation issues, we are introducing the TLD
Link system in all our equipment. TLD Link is a telecommunication
system placed on-board GSE that will be used to live-monitor the
equipment, record usage logs and unit performance history, and
alert customers or technicians to the changing status of their
units. This will be able to interface with any fleet management
system,” he says.
TBD, meanwhile, is already using the CANbus technologies that
can offer wireless remote control of the lift to assist in the precise
positioning of the platform. Coupling this with a contactless
aircraft sensing system can further reduce the risk to aircraft
when working is close proximity, Williams says.
And DOLL’s Schnurr agrees with Williams that safety remains a
key concern for customers. “More and more safety is needed
from year to year and that’s why we have to improve our
models constantly,” he says. “We are in close contact with all the
standardisation committees and are a member of the European
EN committee. This gives us the opportunity to be involved and
to have a chance to influence new standards directly from the
beginning.”

JBT’s Ranger universal configuration loader

Hydraulic Revolution!
Welcome to the new age of hydraulic service! Introducing
AERO’s new state-of-the-art HPUs. Featuring a digital
display with advanced software interface for usability and
aircraft safety, these units offer more flow, more power,
and less noise – all at a competitive price!

+1 208-378-9888 | www.aerospecialties.com
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INTERVIEW

Managing a global
GSE fleet
Swissport’s VP global fleet management, David Burgess, has a
lot on his hands. But he’s always looking to the future…
How much GSE does Swissport currently operate, and
what types of equipment does that include?
The Swissport global fleet comprises approximately 55,000
assets, with a broad split of 17,000 motorised assets and 38,000
non-motorised assets. We have every type of GSE in our fleet,
including 3,900 baggage and cargo tractors, 1,580 units from the
GPU/ACU/AHU/ASU asset category group, 1,150 passenger steps,
1,050 cargo loaders and a little over 1,000 pushbacks (both
conventional and towbarless). Additionally, we have almost
3,000 cars, vans, pick-ups and other support vehicles.
Across how many stations is that GSE in use?
We operate GSE at 245 stations worldwide.
Is most of that equipment owned or leased?

Swissport’s VP global fleet
management, David Burgess

We own around 77% of our fleet, with the remainder obtained
either on short or long-term lease. The terms of the lease are
dependent on many factors and are looked at on a case-bycase basis. For example, to support short-notice start-ups or
seasonality we routinely use short-term leases. Longer term
leases at some of our stations are well established and generally
tied to historic reasoning: it has become the norm. That said, we
are now proactively looking at these stations from a cost/benefit
perspective to ensure that they continue to offer value both in
the short and longer term.
What are the biggest challenges of operating and
managing such a huge fleet?
The biggest challenge [in that respect] is to provide the
strategies, policies, standards and tools that enable stations
globally to work in a consistent and standardised way.
Our stations are at different levels of maturity in terms of
their ability to manage and maintain GSE effectively and cost
consciously, and there are also the cultural and language
challenges to overcome too. Nevertheless, significant progress
has been made over the past couple of years to meet these
challenges by establishing a strong regional fleet leadership team
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and instilling through them an ethos of continuous improvement,
[a process] which is underpinned by the fleet policies and
standards defined in the Swissport Global Fleet Manual.
Another challenge is the lack of consistency in regulations [in
different markets around the world].
Maintaining all that equipment is a major responsibility;
how do you go about ensuring as high a level of reliability
as is possible across the global fleet?
Maintaining GSE to a consistently good standard is another
significant challenge for Swissport, as alluded to above. At some
stations, the standard of maintenance is very high and it’s these
high standards that we are striving to replicate across the group.
Over the last year or two we have placed considerable emphasis
on improving the standard of planned maintenance (PM),
because I firmly believe that this is key to improving the general
condition of GSE and reducing breakdowns, leading to improved
reliability and thus increased availability.
The inspection element of PM is critical to achieving higher
standards and is complementary to the traditional servicing tasks
associated with PM. We have recently introduced a standardised

approach to the scheduling of minor and major PM interventions
and are building standardised job plans for uploading to our
globally deployed Enterprise Asset Management application –
Maximo.
Training of workshop technicians is also a crucial line of
development that we are addressing, in co-operation with some
of our major GSE suppliers. Improved training leads to more
competent technicians who are able to diagnose defects and
carry out repairs far quicker than technicians that are untrained
on GSE. Clearly, quicker repair turnaround times reduce the time
that equipment is out of operation undergoing maintenance, and
this also contributes to higher equipment availability.
What plans does Swissport have to expand or upgrade its
current GSE fleet?
The Swissport regions have comprehensive five-year strategic
plans that include fleet replacement.
In broad terms, we are targeting older equipment first, with the
aim of reducing the average age of our GSE and – crucially– the
cost of maintenance, repair and fuel.
This planned, systematic approach to fleet replacement helps us

Meet us
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Rollertrack Conveyor
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with our fleet harmonisation strategy to reduce the number of
GSE manufacturers [whose equipment we operate] at any single
station. For example, we look at a station’s equipment holdings
and target older one-offs that are difficult to support due to
obsolescence, for replacement.
Additionally, we will be buying most of our GSE for the next
three years from the same manufacturers that we’ve used
for the past two years. We remain flexible and open to new
manufacturers but value the partnership arrangements that we
are building with key manufacturers, as this helps us develop a
consistent, standardised fleet at our stations.
We are already seeing the benefits of this as stations receive new
GSE and transfer old GSE, so that they have just two or three
manufacturers for each GSE category, rather than four or five;
this is great for operators and maintainers alike.
How has your acquisition strategy changed over
time? Have any new factors of recent years (greater
environmental concerns, for example) played a major role
here, and what do you expect to be the biggest changes in
the operating environment that will affect Swissport GSE
strategy in coming years?

which made the ordering process cumbersome and inefficient.
Working with our business partners in Swissport’s Global
Procurement department, the build standards defined in the
Fleet Catalogue are embedded in our Purchase Requisition
(PR) tool. This permits stations to select from an ‘approved
manufacturers and models’ list, which in turn auto-populates
the PR with the standard build specification and costs; add a
few options to suit local requirements and the PR is very quickly
completed for submission and approval.
Some of the factors that we considered when developing the
Fleet Catalogue were aircraft avoidance systems and the latest
engine build standards needed for legislative compliance. We
have defined both as part of the standard build specification, but
noting that given the size of our fleet it will take many years to
have all relevant GSE fitted with aircraft avoidance systems.
Additionally, we have defined as a strategy the intent to procure
electrically powered GSE, or eGSE, whenever we are able to do
so. We are constrained at some airports by the lack of charging
facilities, but with an upsurge in ordering eGSE over the past two
years we now have some 2,300 eGSE assets in our fleet.

Our acquisition strategy is inextricably linked to our fleet
replacement strategy, as explained above: in essence, fewer
manufacturers but a deeper partnership built upon trust and
co-operation.
It’s worth mentioning that as part of our acquisition strategy
we have developed the Swissport Fleet Catalogue, in which
we define the build specification for each GSE category. This
comprises a standard build specification and defined options.
We previously had tremendous variability in build standards,

“
Our acquisition
strategy is
inextricably
linked to our
fleet replacement
strategy
David Burgess
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Maximo Performance
The fleet management tool that Swissport
has chosen to adopt across all of its
worldwide network is IBM’s Maximo product.
This Enterprise Asset Management tool has been
rolled out globally, across some 150 or so stations
worldwide, Burgess confirms. It also acts as a
maintenance tool and an inventory/spare parts
tool, he says.
Its global application is a big plus, allowing each station
to use the same system, where previously there were
numerous such tools used at various stations. Thus,
Maximo not only helps individual station managers
with their operations and planning, it also assists senior
Swissport corporate managers to monitor results against
key performance indicators (KPIs). It’s invaluable for
allowing Swissport to see “what we’ve got, where we’ve
got it and how it’s doing”, Burgess notes.

SWISSPORT | FOCUS

Prioritising safety
Another key aspect of ongoing
Swissport strategy as it pertains
to its GSE is safety, Burgess informs.
By way of example, he points to
the fact that the handler has now
introduced proximity detection
systems as a ‘build standard’ on
three of the equipment types that it
operates: belt loaders, loaders and
passenger stairs (the three types of
GSE that most commonly come into
contact with aircraft).
For the future, Swissport is also looking
into other technology that may further
improve the handler’s safety record, such
as automated docking systems, which
could form part of the build standard of
its GSE.

Local support, total commitment
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Rejuvenating
runways
Subject to the stresses of aircraft
taxiing, taking off and landing, not to
mention the ever-present impact of
weather, a runway needs regular
investment to ensure the safety
of passengers, crew and cargo
alike. But there are ways to reduce
maintenance requirements. Megan
Ramsay learns more

Quick off the mark this year, London Southend Airport (LSA) has
embarked on a £10 million (US$13.1 million) upgrade to its runway,
work having commenced on 7 January.
Glyn Jones, CEO of Stobart Aviation, which owns the gateway,
says: “It is essential to maintain a safe runway. The last set of major
runway works were in 2011 and were part of the runway extension
development. Previous to that, maintenance was carried out
in 1994. As part of the strategic plan for continued investment
to cater for the growth of the airport … we are enhancing the
durability and performance of the runway.”
The airport is using Marshall Asphalt for the runway upgrade, and
grooving the new surface to improve drainage. The entire process
is expected to take about three months, with most of the work
happening between 23.30 and 06.30 (when the airport is closed) to
avoid disruption to normal operations.
In the case of a delayed flight arriving out of hours, the airline
concerned must divert to another airport. LSA is working closely
with all based airlines to ensure any potential flight delays are
monitored.
Also in the UK, Dublin Airport recently completed a refurbishment
of its main runway. The works included a 150mm structural overlay,
upgrade to the airfield ground lighting infrastructure (including the
installation of LED lighting), taxiway widening and taxiway structural
overlays.
This project took 18 months, with work taking place between 23.30
and 04.30, Monday to Friday inclusive. Dublin Airport head of
deliver asset care Ian Devine notes that during this period Dublin’s
secondary (crosswind) runway came into service, so normal flight
schedules could continue.

Ducting works under way on a
Dublin Airport runway
14
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Runway maintenance is very much linked
to the life of the pavement and as the
pavement nears its end of life the cost of
maintenance increases significantly.
“Before the structural overlay, which
commenced in November 2016, we had
a 22mm Thin Porous Friction Course
(TPFC) non-structural overlay to the
pavement (constructed in 2010 with a sixyear design life),” Devine says.
“Towards the end of the life of the
TPFC pavement we were carrying out
extensive maintenance to ensure the
pavement was safe and [serviceable]...
Planned interventions were carried out
approximately every two months over
the last 18 months of life of the pavement
and there were, on occasion, unplanned
interventions during this period.”
Works included over-banding, joint
rehabilitation and patch repairs of the
TPFC – some by in-house teams and some
by specialist contractors.

The recently laid base, binder and wearing
courses are heavily modified polymer
grooved Marshall Asphalt pavements, with
glass-grid reinforcement between the
underlying concrete layers and the base
course.
This pavement has a design life of 15 years
and Devine would not expect significant
pavement defects in the first 10 years
– so maintenance interventions will be
reduced for some time as a result of the
investment.
However: “Given that the runway
pavement is a grooved asphalt pavement
it is prone to rubber contamination from
aircraft landing. At Dublin we anticipate
having to carry out rubber removal based
on our movements and traffic about six
times a year” from much earlier in the life
of the surface, he says.
Dublin’s maintenance work benefited from
the availability of an alternative runway –
but this is not always an option.

Colas UK CEO Carl Fergusson
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Carl Fergusson, CEO of Colas UK (the British subsidiary of
Paris-headquartered transport infrastructure construction and
maintenance firm Colas Group), recalls that at London Gatwick
– the UK’s busiest single-runway airport – the company had a
very short window for completing runway maintenance works,
making minute-by-minute planning of each night’s tasks essential.
“Materials and equipment also came into that as we had not only
to maximise productivity but also de-risk as much as possible,
for example by having extra equipment available in case of a
breakdown,” he recalls.
Having more than one runway does not guarantee uninterrupted
operations, though. Dubai International Airport, for instance,
is planning to close its southern runway for 45 days during
April and May this year as it is nearing the end of its design life,
and is anticipating a reduction in traffic while the upgrade is in
progress.
Work will include complete resurfacing and replacement of the
airfield ground lighting and supporting infrastructure.
It will occur during a seasonal lull in passenger traffic but Dubai
Airports has said that, “During the closure period, airlines will be
required to reduce their operations to DXB due to the significant
capacity reduction resulting from single runway operations.”
Nearby Dubai World Central Airport will be one possible
alternative for affected flights.
Starting afresh
Dublin Airport is currently in the early stages of construction of
its new Northern Runway (NR), which is scheduled to become
operational in 2021.

“
We were working
with an 8,000km
supply line

Carl Fergusson, Colas UK
With approximately 350,000 square metres of new concrete
pavement and an additional 2,000 airfield ground lights, as well
as a sizable increase in the grass habitat, there will be an increase
in Dublin’s electrical and operational resources for maintenance.
“In relation to additional equipment resources, upon NR
becoming operational we shall be increasing the number
of vehicles in our snow fleet to cater for the need to clear
contamination from our new pavements during winter periods
and periods of inclement weather,” Devine says.
“The majority of the maintenance task will be carried out by
our in-house expertise with some specialist activities like rubber
removal being carried out by a third party,” he confirms. Devine
expects that once live, the new runway will “in many ways
simplify our maintenance and more specifically allow us to access
areas for maintenance that today can be a challenge”.

Aerial view of works at
Hoima International Airport
16
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As mentioned above, the airport’s crosswind runway (16-34) is
used to facilitate operations during maintenance of the main
runway (10-28).
“The problem with this is that the thresholds of Runway 28 and
34 are co-located. In order to carry out maintenance works in
this busy runway intersection we have to implement a displaced/
temporary threshold, which is challenging and is subject to strict
weather criteria.”
The new runway will eliminate this difficulty.
Exporting expertise
Colas is also currently building a new runway – in fact, a new
airport – in Uganda, following the discovery of oil near Lake
Albert.
Fergusson says phase one of Hoima International Airport is
intended to service the construction of an oil refinery. “Later
it will become Uganda’s new regional airport for tourism and
trade, as well as supporting the oil industry there.” The cost and
logistical challenges of bringing in materials to the remote site
mean that the company will use materials available locally.
Slated for completion in late 2021, Hoima International Airport is
financed by UK Export Finance (UKEF) and also involves locally
based experts from SBI International.

The resurfacing of the runway at LSA
is intended to improve its durability and
performance. Credit: Lagan Aviation
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Colas has experience of working in remote places. For instance,
in 2010 it resurfaced the runways and taxiways, and upgraded the
airfield ground lighting and electrical installations, at RAF Mount
Pleasant airfield in the Falkland Islands.
Fergusson remembers: “It was logistically challenging – all the
plant and materials were brought over from the UK by ship, while
people were flown in via Ascension Island. We were working with
an 8,000km supply line. If you needed something else brought in
you had to wait for the next ship – which could take a month, and
might be fully booked anyway, in which case you might need to
consider flying things in.”
Meticulous planning was a must for this challenging project, he
recalls.
In 2015-16, Colas won a new contract with Interserve Defence to
repair specific areas of the runway at RAF Mount Pleasant and
to construct a taxiway strip to the southern side of the western
access taxiway, as well as carrying out concrete repairs, joint
sealing, and over 100,000 square metres of Addagrip surface
treatment on an aircraft servicing platform.
Overall, this project involved shipping over 100 containers of
plant, equipment and materials to the Falkland Islands, including
a mobile asphalt plant and mobile laboratory to guarantee a
supply of Marshall Asphalt for the job.

R U N WAY M A I N T E N A N C E | F E AT U R E

Last year, Colas secured a contract to upgrade Hawarden
Aerodrome in Chester, Wales. Operated by Airbus UK and
the location of Airbus’ Broughton factory, the site is used to
assemble and test wings for a variety of Airbus aircraft.
The purpose of the project was to facilitate the movement of
larger aircraft at the aerodrome.
Besides resurfacing the full length of Runway 04/22, the contract
included the grooving of existing and new pavements, the
construction of asphalt fillets between the taxiways and aprons to
change the available turning circle for aircraft, and the installation
of airfield ground lighting and associated chases and cabling on
Runway 04/22 and Taxiway Bravo. This latter task was carried out
in conjunction with Colas’s subsidiary, Allied Infrastructure.
Right now, Colas is resurfacing a runway at RAF Cranwell in
Lincolnshire in the UK, Fergusson says.

Work on LSA’s runway began in January 2019.
Credit: Lagan Aviation

Innovation
Back in Dublin, Devine informs: “Over the last 10 years or so we
have installed new pavement wearing courses including TPFC,
SMA [Stone Mastic Asphalt] and moved away from conventional
tried and tested materials. Furthermore we have trialled asphalt
rejuvenation products that are now being used more extensively
globally to extend the life of asphalt pavements.”

The upgrade of LSA’s runway is expected to
take about three months, with work taking
place at night. Credit: Lagan Aviation

THE FUTURE IS

One of the more recent developments in runway materials is the
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introduction of Béton Bitumineux pour chaussées Aéronautiques
(BBA) to the UK. According to Fergusson, this represented a
“step change” in the country. While BBA had been in use for
some time in France, it had not caught on across the Channel.
He explains: “Until we introduced BBA into the UK, the only
option (for at least the last 40 years) was Marshall Asphalt. Our
first project using BBA was at East Midlands Airport in 2016. It
was a new material here so people were cautious, because of
course we are working in a high-risk environment. But we were
able to show that it works elsewhere.”

The Colas Group tests bitumen and aggregates at its research
and development centre near Paris. The Campus for Science
and Techniques (CST) is currently busy with a “cutting-edge”
surfacing product that uses vegetable oil instead of bitumen to
eliminate hydrocarbons, Fergusson says.
“We are also working on an epoxy asphalt that can extend the life
of the product from, say, 20 years to at least 40 years, reducing
maintenance interventions,” he adds.

BBA offers several advantages over more traditional materials.
For instance, it is less susceptible to rutting and cracking, and
less sensitive to weather. Aircraft can use the BBA binder course
as a temporary operating surface during works. It is also quicker
to lay, and being very coarse, does not need to be grooved to
improve wet friction and aid run-off.
“You get better productivity and less risk for airports, which are
able to get back to normal operations more quickly,” Fergusson
points out, adding that there has been “a big upswing” in the use
of BBA in the UK.
There were other aspects of the East Midlands Airport runway
resurfacing project besides the use of BBA that made this an
innovative operation. Done traditionally, it would have involved
months of night-time closures, but Colas reduced this to five
weekends of closure using techniques that its parent company
had found to be successful at other airports, such as Toulouse. It
brought in three mobile asphalt plants, for instance, to provide a
continuous supply of BBA.
Plus: “We used echelon paving, with five pavers side by side at
the same time rather than using one to go up and down the
runway. This is quicker, and you also get better joints because
you are working hot on hot,” Fergusson sums up.
Sustainability
Colas manufactures bitumen products and chemicals that vary
the workability of asphalt depending on each job. Modified
materials that set quickly are more suitable in hot conditions,
while in a cold climate it is necessary to make the material stay
workable for longer before it sets.
There are also additives that enable the manufacture of asphalt
at a lower temperature.
Fergusson explains: “Asphalt is made at a variety of temperatures,
but let’s say for instance you have some that is made at 175°C.
With the right additives you can bring the mixing temperature
down by 40°C.
“This improves sustainability because you need less energy
to heat the asphalt, and you also have a greater window of
opportunity because it doesn’t need to cool down so much – it
has a 40°C head start, as it were.”
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Dublin Airport head of deliver
asset care Ian Devine

Rubber Removal
Dublin Airport’s Devine says that during busy
summer days the gateway averages around
730 aircraft movements per day.
“This volume of traffic results in significant rubber
build-up on the trafficked touchdown zones that, if
not removed, can reduce significantly the coefficient
of friction,” he continues, noting that this can have a
negative impact on the safety of aircraft operations.
“It can be challenging juggling essential maintenance with
the operational demands of our customers and airlines;
that said, safety is fundamental and to the forefront of
how we manage the business. We endeavour to plan our
maintenance activities to ensure we minimise impact to
our airlines and customers.”
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Menzies goes with
telematics from Smarter
Asset Management
In January, ground services
provider Menzies confirmed that
it had inked a new contract
with Smarter Asset Management
(SAM) for its Gen3 telematics
system. And the move is being
welcomed across the handler’s
global network...
Menzies has long partnered with SAM (a company
until recently known as Smart Asset Manager), this
latest contract being an extension of the collaboration
between the two companies that dates back to 2015.
Steve Rick, Menzies Aviation’s senior vice president
of systems and transformation, enthuses: “The
capabilities we have developed with SAM in their
telemetry platform have unlocked tremendous value
in our business.”
SAM and Menzies have worked hand in hand over the
last three and a half years to develop a version of SAM
– SAM G3 Aviation – he says, that is truly an aviation
GSE-based solution designed to meet the needs of an
operator working in a high-risk and rapidly changing
environment.
Rick came to Menzies back in December 2014, with a
background as a pilot as well as many years in industry,
much of that time spent in senior technology and
transformational leadership roles. One of his first
insights on joining Menzies, he remembers, was that
the handler was somewhat unsophisticated in the way
it went about selecting and deploying its manpower;
it was lacking in a systemic approach that would
optimise the benefits of its greatest assets.
So, one of the first changes was to introduce what
Rick describes as a “robust, industrial-strength” human
resources and resourcing system that would support
22
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Menzies’ candidate selection and management processes.
The next step was to improve Menzies’ work allocation and
rostering processes and so, at the beginning of 2015, the
handler began working with air transport communications
and IT systems supplier SITA to develop its existing rostering
and airport management product to better suit Menzies’
requirements.
The end result was WorkBridge, which now handles Menzies’
rostering and real-time staff allocation processes; forming part
of SITA’s Airport Management suite of integrated software
applications designed to ‘support and enhance airport
operations from landside to airside’, WorkBridge is in use
across the handler’s global station network, and continues to be
upgraded and rolled out on an ongoing basis.
The information from these various HR and ‘people’ systems are
tied together with Menzies’ aircraft operations management and
messaging technology platform (its Ramp Sheet Management
System, or RSMS) to maximise the value of its staff, ensuring that
the right people are allocated to the right jobs at the right time.
And, Rick confirms, the handler is now getting into predictive

analysis in an effort to further maximise the value of all its
employees based around the world.
But Rick observed back in late 2014 that Menzies was also
allocating its ground support equipment in a fairly rudimentary
way, simply using spreadsheets to support its allocation of GSE
to the tasks needing to be tackled. This, too, meant that less than
peak efficiency could be achieved at individual stations and right
across the business. There was plenty of room for improvement.
Thus, Rick recalls, the business moved quickly to initiate a
competitive tendering process for identifying a telemetry
technology provider. As well as SAM, companies such as Pinnacle
and SAP also threw their hats into the ring but, while no supplier
among those that tendered could offer everything that Menzies
was looking for, SAM was especially keen to work closely with
the handler to develop a telematics solution that would be the
best possible fit for Menzies’ requirements within the demanding
aviation services environment.
SAM’s Gen1 telematics were first installed on Menzies’ motorised
GSE back in 2016 and, since then, that system and its later
versions – Gen2 and Gen3 – have been introduced onto large
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numbers of both motorised and nonmotorised GSE within the handler’s global
fleet of some 24,000 items of equipment.
Adding telemetry has brought huge
advantages to Menzies, Rick informs.
Not only does it allow for optimised GSE
allocation on the ramp and support longterm planning with regard to resource
allocation, but the accountability of
operators that it brings has also seen the
frequency of accidents involving Menzies’
GSE “almost fall off a cliff”, Rick reports.
Plus, all operators of Menzies GSE
equipped with Gen3 need to use their
airside pass when they first climb into
the vehicle to swipe into the system.
The system automatically checks the
operator’s identity and training credentials
and, if he/she is not certified to operate
that unit, the vehicle will not start. This,
too, has helped to vastly improve safety
on the ramp and reduce incidents of ramp
rash.
So, the data from the Gen3 telematics
system is tied in with Menzies’ HR data
to improve safety and efficiency. It is
also tied into WorkBridge, such that the
handler’s managers can allocate human
and GSE resources in tandem in the most
efficient way possible. Equipment that
has not been used for some time can be
considered for removal and deployment
elsewhere, thus helping to de-clutter an
airport’s ramp environment.
Plus, telematics minimises revenue
leakage that has sometimes been a feature
of operating on the apron. It can clearly
be identified what GSE has been used in
what roles and for which customers, thus
minimising any possible doubts as to what
payment for GSE (and operator) time is
required from which customer.
Finally, telematics helps to clear up any
potential disputes among Menzies and
its partners over the use of GSE and
responsibility for the few accidents
involving GSE that do happen. It helps to
resolve any possible tensions before they
can develop into anything more damaging,
Rick points out.
Many of these benefits are clearest in the
case of expensive motorised GSE, but
24

data on the ongoing whereabouts and
usage of non-motorised equipment is
also highly prized, especially to prevent
units from ‘going missing’. Thus, while
SAM’s telematics system is being quickly
introduced to Menzies’ motorised GSE,
it is also being rolled out across large
numbers of equipment such as towbars
and dollies, which do go missing on
occasion and can also lie idle for long
periods of time unless they are monitored
closely. Slightly less sophisticated
telematic devices are bolted onto these
sorts of GSE, which ‘wake up’ when
moved or nudged to report their position
and movement.

items of motorised GSE fully kitted out
with Gen3, together with about 8,500
mon-motorised units.

Menzies has about 1,000 units of GSE now
equipped with telematic devices, most of
them at the handler’s stations in the UK
and Scandinavia. Some US stations are
also so equipped, as are some in Menzies’
Oceania network. By the end of June this
year. Rick hopes to have more than 4,000

Station managers across Menzies’ global
network of some 220 airports love what
telematics brings, Rick says, in terms of its
transparency and aid to efficiency. And,
even more importantly, “It allows us to
give a really, really good service to our
customers,” he adds.
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And, by the end of this year, the business
plans to have more than 8,000 motorised
units so equipped, together with more
than 13,000 non-motorised items of
GSE. These figures would equate to
approximately 85% of the forecast
strength of Menzies’ GSE fleet as of the
end of 2019 (the current fleet is to be
significantly expanded, primarily due to
the acquisition of the UK’s Airline Services
handling business, which was confirmed in
January this year).

KLM | BUYER'S ASSESSMENT

Buyer's Assessment:
KLM
Michiel Heikens and Peter Leene, respectively account manager ground support
equipment and senior project buyer for Dutch carrier KLM, explain just why they
believe Power Stow’s Rollertrack Conveyor is of such value to the airline’s
own handlers

The carrier’s
baggage
handlers
are now
sustaining far
fewer injuries
to elbows,
shoulders and
backs

A Power Stow Rollertrack Conveyor helps with a
KLM aircraft turnaround

A Power Stow Rollertrack Conveyor in
operation at Copenhagen Airport
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KLM has almost 100 of Power Stow’s Rollertrack Conveyors,
which are designed to handle all types of passenger baggage, in
service. The Rollertrack Conveyor is an extension to a belt loader
that is placed into an aircraft’s hold to facilitate the movement of
baggage within the space.
A handler in the hold will place bags on the Conveyor, which
moves it onto the belt loader outside the aircraft. The handler at
the bottom of the loader then moves the luggage onto a baggage
cart.
This saves a lot of manual lifting and movement by handlers in
the cargo hold. The Rollertrack Conveyor can handle heavy and
odd-shaped bags or cargo and can move loads round 90-degree
corners by means of its flexible design and construction.
KLM first acquired Rollertrack Conveyors about a decade ago.
All of its units are in use at the carrier’s home hub of Amsterdam
Airport Schiphol, where KLM undertakes its own handling.
The Conveyors serve KLM’s commuter and narrowbody aircraft,
including Air France-KLM’s extensive fleets of A320 Family and
B737 aircraft.

The advantages of the system are many but the most important
for KLM, confirm Heikens and Leene, are the beneficial health
effects enjoyed by the handlers that use it. Because they are
required to perform much less manual lifting and in a baggage
hold, the carrier’s baggage handlers are now sustaining far fewer
injuries to elbows, shoulders and backs.
That makes for happier handlers – as evidenced by feedback
received directly from KLM’s handlers who use the Rollertrack –
and dramatically fewer sick days recorded.
It also helps KLM to conform with strict Dutch law that makes
employers directly responsible for their staff’s health and
wellbeing.
Other advantages include the greater speed of aircraft
turnaround that the system facilitates, as well as the fact that
fewer handlers are needed in an aircraft baggage hold to move
luggage in and out of the space quickly, Heikens and Leene point
out.
KLM must be pleased with the system: it intends to acquire 15 or
so more this year.
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Milan Bergamo
expands its airside
capacity
Milan’s second airport is investing in new apron
infrastructure as it gears up for further traffic
flows through the gateway
In December, Italy’s Milan Bergamo
Airport went operational with several new
infrastructure projects, developments
that it says further improve its handling of
aircraft operations, add further terminal
capacity and enhance “the passenger
experience”.
Most prominent amongst the new
infrastructure were eight new aircraft
stands, a move that has increased the
airport’s aircraft parking capacity by 21%.
Milan Bergamo now has 47 independent
stands designed to accommodate ICAO
Code C specified aircraft.

Milan Bergamo, located about 45km
north-east of the city centre (Milan is also
served by Malpensa and Linate airports),
handled almost 13 million passengers over
the 12 months of 2018, up by 4.9% on the
2017 figure. And the gateway’s operator,
Società per l’Aeroporto Civile di Bergamo
– Orio al Serio (or SACBO for short), is
expecting more of the same this year.
“The opening of these stands has come
at a time when Milan Bergamo has
experienced a 4.16% growth in aircraft
movements during the first 11 months of
the year,” observed Giacomo Cattaneo,

director of commercial aviation at SACBO,
in December 2018 (the final figure for
the 12 months of 2018 was actually 89,533
aircraft movements, 4% up on 2017). “By
adding more stand capacity, the airport
is further improving the efficiency of the
airfield’s operation, benefiting our current
and future airline customers.”
Improvements have also been made inside
the passenger terminal, most notably a
new check-in area. Milan Bergamo has
invested heavily in these changes, and
the airport plans to spend a further €41.5
million in coming years to – it says – “place
itself as one of the leading gateways to
Milan, and indeed Italy”.
Phased improvements
Speraking to Airside about these latest
developments, Cattaneo offers further
insight into SACBO’s plans for further
investment. “The [development]
programme has been divided into three
phases,” he says, “the first of which
dates back to 2014 when work began
on the upgrade and development of
Milan Bergamo Airport flight [handling]
infrastructure.
“In May 2014 there was the
redevelopment of the entire paving of
the runway and the construction of the
connecting fitting. Then, on 2 May 2018,
we started work on the extension of the
North Apron, work that finished on 18
December.
“It took just eight months to finish an
important project that involved a total
area of approximately 104,000 square
metres: of which 36,000 were destined
for the extension of Taxiway Y, 32,000
involved the expansion of the North
Apron and 36,000 square metres were for
the extension of Taxiway W.”
Cattaneo continues: “Along with the
expansion of the North Apron, also now
available are eight new aircraft stands
(ICAO classification C), which can be
used, alternatively, also as four stands for
aircraft of category D and E.
“In addition, in the north-eastern part of
the apron, we envisage the construction
of an engine test site that will be used by
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aircraft of up to category C in
self-handling and the D and E categories in
push-back.”
Finally: “In 2025, the third phase of the
plan will begin, which will lead to a further
expansion [of the airport] to the east.
In the north, there will also be [built]
hangars and sheds with connecting
infrastructure, with the aim of creating a
new cargo area.”
The cost of expanding the North Apron
was €11 million and, Cattaneo confirms,
the bulk of the next phase of investment
will be on the airport terminal building
and its facilities: February 2019 will see
the start of terminal extension works
called Lotto 4A, which is set to cost a total
of € 14.4 million.
In addition to the redevelopment and
expansion of the terminal interior, two
new piers will also be built, alongside a
simultaneous increase from 5 to 10 of

the number of boarding gates in Milan
Bergamo’s non-Schengen area. There
is also to be a brand new VIP lounge,
new duty-free area, and new shops and
restaurants.

By adding
more stand
capacity,
the airport
is further
improving the
efficiency of
the airfield’s
operation

All these improvements are designed
to help the gateway cater to expanding
traffic through its doors. This year, SACBO
expects to handle 13 million passengers,
with further growth in subsequent years
to follow. Meanwhile, in terms of cargo,
Cattaneo predicts handling more than
120,000 tons of freight this year.
Milan Bergamo Airport is Italy’s thirdlargest airport by annual passenger
numbers and freight.
It serves more than 120 destinations
across 35 countries, and expects that
figure to reach 125 routes across 38
countries by this summer. Ten new routes
have already been confirmed for the
summer season.
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Taner Ozkan of QAS

FOCUS

Prevention is better
than cure
The demands placed on GSE are longstanding – severe operating conditions, for instance.
Prevention of damage goes some way to reducing the burden of equipment maintenance, and
stakeholders are taking this a step further as they seek to develop predictive maintenance.
Megan Ramsay reports
In 2016 Swissport International decided
to take a global approach to managing
its vast GSE fleet by establishing a new
Global Fleet Management programme.
David Burgess, vice president Global Fleet
Management at the handler, explains: “It
had become clear that there were aspects
of fleet management that needed to be
further improved so that we were able to
manage our assets more effectively and
most importantly to capture, manage
and, in the fullness of time, reduce fleet
maintenance and fuel costs.
“Our goal is to deliver safe, fit-for-purpose
equipment, maximise availability, optimise
resources and reduce the total cost of
ownership of equipment through life.”
Swissport follows a comprehensive
approach to preventive maintenance and
inspection (PMI). Standard preventive
30

maintenance comprises the periodic
routine servicing of GSE, including the
regular maintenance tasks recommended
by manufacturers in their technical
publications – such as checking or
changing oils, oil filters and air filters.
The secondary aspect of PMI is technical
inspection, something Swissport is
increasingly focused on because,
as Burgess says, “a high standard of
inspection will ultimately lead to improved
serviceability, less equipment breakdowns,
reduced corrective maintenance and – in
time – reduced maintenance costs”. One
of the numerous airports where Swissport
has a presence is Washington Dulles in the
US. A spokesperson for the Metropolitan
Washington Airports Authority confirms
that while the authority does not itself
manage GSE operations at Dulles
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(Swissport and Textron are responsible
for this), it does have a custom snow barn
for all snow ploughs, blowers and brushes
to protect them from adverse weather.
Airport Operations provides regular
updates to GSE contractors and airlines,
enforces policies related to GSE airfield
operations, movements and safety, and
works to ensure that GSE equipment is
properly stowed and secured to prevent
damage to facilities in severe weather.
On top of that: “Both GSE contractors
have on-site facilities – and provide
consolidated support services to
numerous airlines operating at the
airport,” the spokesperson explains.
“Additionally, United has a maintenance
facility and hangar on-airport, which
supports many of their GSE activities.”

G S E P R O T E C T I O N A N D M A I N T E N A N C E | F E AT U R E

Elsewhere, handlers operating at
airports in Greenland have to contend
with extreme cold on a regular basis. A
spokesperson for Greenland Airports
says simply: “We purchase equipment
that is adapted to our climatic condition.
So the cold weather has no influence on
our GSE.”
Knowledge and experience of the
operating conditions guides purchasing
decisions, so that any GSE is adapted
for use in extremely cold weather – for
instance, is capable of operating at
temperatures as low as -40°C.

Swissport introduced a Global Fleet
Management programme in 2016

Normal maintenance and checks are
carried out, and some de-icing is of
course necessary; but vehicles are kept
in warm garages during winter when they
are not in use.
Some of the basic requirements of GSE

maintenance in cold climates include
checking tyre pressure, greasing moving
parts and using winter weight oil (with a
lower viscosity).
Other locations present an entirely
different challenge when it comes to
GSE maintenance. At Doha’s Hamad
International Airport in Qatar, the local
climate consists of high temperatures,
humidity, sand, a high level of sun
exposure and dry conditions.
Taner Ozkan, vice president of engineering
at Qatar Aviation Services (QAS), explains:
“These severe conditions force GSE
components to work harder than normal
and the rate of wear is faster. All of that,
combined with the operational workload,
can result in maintenance and equipment
challenges.”
QAS combats these challenges in several
ways. First, like airports that experience

Manufacturers of Aircraft Ground Support Equipment
Spring 2019 | airsideint.com
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severe cold, it selects equipment designed to cope with
prevailing local conditions – for instance, GSE equipped with
heavy duty air, fuel and oil filtration systems.
“GSE equipped with engine or hydraulic protection systems
which are activated in the event of low oil pressure, or high
engine coolant temperature, or high hydraulic oil temperature,
will prevent serious breakdowns due to overheating,” Ozkan
adds.
Also, in order to avoid damage to the engine turbocharger –
especially in hot weather conditions – operators must let the
GSE engine idle before shutting it down. GSE should be equipped
with an automatic engine shutdown delay system to ensure this
occurs.
Second, QAS carries out daily inspections of equipment. These
inspections cover coolant and hydraulic fluid levels; hydraulic,
fuel, air and coolant hoses; tyres and tyre pressure (tyres
wear out faster in hotter temperatures); radiators and other
cooling packages (which must be clear of any debris to function
properly); and engine hood inlets and outlets, where again a
build-up of debris can impede airflow and lead to overheating.
Going further
A preventive maintenance strategy that combines manufacturer
recommendations and practical experience of working in the
local conditions is also part of the QAS approach. Performing
preventive maintenance tasks thoroughly and according to the
manufacturer’s checklist is critical in such a challenging climate.
QAS uses Oracle Enterprise Asset Management Software for
planning and scheduling its maintenance activities, and has a
comprehensive technical training module for its technicians,
which also includes OEM (original equipment manufacturer)
training from the handler’s GSE suppliers.
Telematics, meanwhile, play an important role in catching
potential faults or defects before they develop into serious
issues.
Ozkan considers: “With new machinery standards, environmental
aspects, safety regulations and automation, GSE is becoming
more and more complex, which requires revisiting maintenance
strategies to consider more protective and predictive
maintenance.
“In the past, the primary objective of maintenance was
to optimise GSE availability at minimum cost. But, today,
maintenance also affects all aspects of operational effectiveness
and risk – safety, environmental integrity and energy efficiency.
Due to this complexity the cost of maintenance has also been
rising over the years.”
He believes telematic technologies, which are becoming ever
more advanced and predictive, will have a major role in enabling
maintenance organisations to overcome these challenges.
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Keeping GSE in good condition is vital to the
smooth running of the entire aviation industry

“Getting alerts from the GSE for part failures and maintenance
alerts will give us a better understanding of what parts we will
need, well ahead of actually needing them.”
Swissport, too, is working with GSE manufacturers to extend
the preventive maintenance cycle of new-generation GSE. Using
the ‘Maximo’ Enterprise Asset Management tool, the company
captures repair data for analysis with its partner manufacturers.
The aim of this collaboration is to move towards predictive
maintenance – which Burgess is confident will reduce GSE
maintenance costs significantly.
Responsibility
One gateway that has an unusual approach to GSE is London
Luton in the UK. The airport began to introduce GSE pooling a
few years ago, with trials starting in 2015 and rollout of phase one
being completed in September 2017.
Liam Bolger, head of airside at the gateway, remembers: “When
we tendered in December 2015, we wanted someone to provide
and maintain the equipment. We wanted to resolve the issues
we had on the ramp in terms of congestion. Not doing so would
have restricted our ability to continue to grow: two sets of
equipment was bad enough, and with continued growth three
simply wouldn’t work – so we couldn’t take on another handler as
things were,” he explains.
There are potential pitfalls, though. Burgess is concerned that at
its current level of maturity, GSE pooling models may not provide
sufficient safeguards for the “safety integrity” of equipment,
particularly motorised units, used by more than one ground
service provider.

G S E P R O T E C T I O N A N D M A I N T E N A N C E | F E AT U R E

He considers: “Whilst the responsibility for routine and
emergency maintenance should sit with the equipment provider,
and therefore the cost, there is still a concern about where the
liability lies when accidents arise from malfunctioning GSE.
“The operator is responsible for doing a pre-use check of any
equipment, including pooled equipment, but quite often these
operators do not have the experience to identify technical issues.
In the event of an accident involving Swissport-owned equipment
the liability would sit with us, but for pooled equipment that has
potentially been used by multiple GSPs since the last technical
inspection, it is unclear where liability would sit.”
This doesn’t seem to be a problem at Luton, however. Bolger
explains: “We have a full service contract with TCR and then the
handlers contract with TCR on a lease basis – which they already
did before, so they are just maintaining an arrangement that was
already in existence,” he goes on.
“The contract we have with TCR covers full and scheduled
maintenance, and reasonable wear and tear. It also includes
insurance to cover up to the first £500 of damage, and the
handlers get a rebate if there is no damage. So far the damage
rates have been very low.”

TCR staff are always on hand at Luton to
provide reactive GSE maintenance if needed

QAS Engineering Services operates out of
a 14,000m2 facility at Doha

TCR UK invested around £250,000 (US$328,790) in a new six-bay

FUTURE-PROOF
AIRCRAFT TRACTORS
THE NEW »BISON«
FAMILY
AIRPORT TECHNOLOGY
They are strong, dynamic, adaptable and
persistent. The »BISON« conventional
aircraft tow tractors from Goldhofer give
you the power and maneuverability you
requireforreliable,efficientandsafe
aircraft handling.
Choose between diesel and electric.
Always choose high performance.

WWW.GOLDHOFER.COM
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TCR hard at work at Luton

workshop facility at Luton Airport in preparation for the pooling
project, including tooling, offices, spare parts storage and staff
crew room. And that spend has paid off. The company aims to
ensure >98% availability of equipment, and that is “good for the
partnership”, Bolger notes. TCR staff come out onto the apron
early in the mornings for the first wave of flights, so they can give
reactive attention in situ there and then to any equipment that
needs it.
“Early morning is our busier spell and you can’t have a workshop
opening at 9am when you’re flat out busy from 5am!” Bolger
points out.

or three calls like that in the last year, even though we have more
equipment now than we started out with. We also carry a 10%
float to cover times when equipment is being maintained and we
also have spares for maintenance. TCR is very good about that.”
Luton’s GSE is kept on stand, and there is no overnight storage.
In cold weather, operators turn the equipment on 15 to 20
minutes before the first flight to warm it up – and TCR staff
are always on hand just in case. Moroever, TCR runs a winter
preparation programme across the fleet, checking and replacing
batteries, anti-freeze, anti-slip paint or tape and so on to help
reduce downtime and increase safety for its customers and
passengers during periods of inclement weather.

While the pooling model at Luton has proven successful, things
were slow to begin with when it came to reporting defects with
the shared equipment. “This has taken time but we are getting
there now, and the telematics on the GSE ensures that reporting
is very effective,” Bolger says.

“We have various projects running to improve asset reliability
and performance, such as the fitting of solar panels to assets
such as passenger stairs and ASUs [air start units] which top up
the batteries and reduce the number of non-starters, particularly
in cold weather,” Philips says.

Kristof Philips, general manager UK at TCR UK, agrees that
pooled equipment “benefits from far lower damage rates
compared to traditional leased GSE as it’s not being moved
around the ramp as much.

Plus, improved anti-corrosion treatment of the materials used to
manufacture GSE (such as tread plates, sub-frames, bodywork
and chassis) has helped increase the lifetime of the equipment.

“Whilst this doesn’t change the maintenance plan per se, it
means we spend less time on damage repairs, which increases up
time for the fleet and allows us to better plan our resources to
concentrate on planned and corrective maintenance,” he says.
On that issue of moving shared GSE about: “People have also had
to get used to not towing equipment around the airport: they
used to employ staff, and have vehicles, just to tow GSE around,
which was expensive.
“Before pooling, we used to get at least 40 calls a day asking us,
the airport, to get one of the handlers to move some equipment
– and we only had two handlers at that time. We’ve only had two
34
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Pooling GSE has certainly enabled Luton to prolong the longevity
of the equipment in use at the airport. Bolger considers: “We
went for a shorter contract with TCR (three years initially)
because usually after a year GSE can look like it’s 10 years old.
But the telematics provide accountability, so people are more
interested in keeping the equipment in good shape. It’s surprised
us, the handlers, TCR and the rest of the industry as well.
“If you think of a five-star hotel, there’s a certain standard of
behaviour required and everyone knows that, whereas in a lesser
establishment there are different expectations. What pooling has
done is change the way people look at the airfield; they see that
it’s managed, and that someone cares about the equipment, so
their behaviour is different,” he concludes.

G S E P R O T E C T I O N A N D M A I N T E N A N C E | F E AT U R E

The potential of
predictive maintenance
TCR’s Philips expects that
predictive servicing “will
have a large impact on the way
maintenance providers operate and
will reduce the amount of time spent
on service compared to the historical
service plan models.
“I also expect that as we see more
automation in GSE, this will also reduce
maintenance requirements as the
equipment will be subject to less damage
and utilisation levels will reduce as the
equipment will only be ‘live’ whilst it’s in
operation and not left idling,” he adds.
TCR provides full scheduled maintenance for
Luton’s pooled GSE
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Sage Parts is the world’s leading provider of replacement parts and
services for ground support equipment.
Sage Parts oﬀers:
• Comprehensive inventory of GSE parts and accessories
• Extensive distribution network with warehouses located
throughout the world
• Specialized GSE industry expertise
• Highly engineered parts and solutions for TCO
reduction and product improvement
eSage is Sage Parts’ online ordering system that
features comprehensive product information
including images, product speciﬁcations, and
real-time inventories.
eSage provides access to order status, order and
invoice history, and the ability to setup favorites. lists
and other customer deﬁned lists. Use eSage to place
orders anytime: 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. eSage
also has a mobile app for Androids and iPhones.
eSage includes Live Help and works hand in hand with Sage
Parts‘ award-winning customer service team, making it more
than just the world’s number one source for GSE replacement
parts...

We are every part of your entire ground ﬂeet.

Go to esageplus.sageparts.com to place your order today!
sageparts.com | +1-877-SAGE-877 |+1-631-501-1300 | info@sageparts.com
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PREVIEW

A lot to look forward
to at Airport Show
Dubai
Daniyal Qureshi, group exhibition director at Reed
Exhibitions, organiser of the Airport Show held every
year in Dubai, explains what will be on offer at the next
example of the world’s largest annual airport show

The show reflects the
industry’s trends and what is
coming up in the future

SUBSCRIBE NOW
ww.evaintmedia.com

What is going to be new for this year’s show?
The Airport Show 2019 will have two colocated events: Air Traffic Control (ATC) Forum
and Airport Security Middle East, as well as a
revamped Global Airport Leaders Forum (GALF),
Women in Aviation (WIA) General Assembly and a
new addition, CAPA’s Middle East & Africa Aviation
Summit.
The event will also focus on the theme of ‘Smart
Airports’, which will bring together the most
influential innovations that are shaping the design,
features and day-to-day operations of the modern
airport.
Exhibitors who have breakthrough technologies
will be highlighted on the show floor, a new Smart
Airports Conference will take place on day 1 of
GALF and the new Innovation Hub will present a
selection of innovators from across the globe who
will be showcasing developments set to shape the
future airport experience.
Finally, a dedicated ‘Live Stage’ featuring CPDaccredited industry presentations will also be
available for all visitors to attend for free.

For advertising opportunities please
contact us on:

+44 (0)208 253 4000

To subscribe to EVA international
publicatons, email your details to:

circulation@evaint.com
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The Airport Show is different every year, with
changes to co-located events and other features
such as new exhibits. The show reflects the
industry’s trends and what is coming up in the
future. The aviation industry is soaring to new
heights of growth and expansion.
An investment of $90 billion is projected to go
into the aviation industry in the Middle East by
2020, more than three-quarters of which will be
in the Arabian Gulf states alone. Together with
the $845 billion investment in existing airport
projects such as new runways, terminal buildings
and extensions, $1.1 trillion in airport infrastructure
projects are planned or underway. UAE airports
are investing up to $50 billion in new and
expanded projects over the next 15 years.
Why did you opt for ATC and Airport
Security as two key themes this year?
The ATC Forum is important as the number of
aircraft in the skies will more than double by 2037.
With 37,390 new aircraft predicted to take off, the
world’s total fleet will increase by 123% to reach
47,990.

Airport Show Dubai, 2018

Setting Standards

for equipment safety and training

Expert consultancy, training and
standardization to improve ground
operations safety and efficiency.

Download free resources
for safer, more efficient
ground operations at:

RTITB Airside Helps You

Speed Up Turnaround Times
Reduce Damage
Save Lives

www.rtitb-airside.com
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By 2034, the fleet of passenger and freighter aircraft in the
Middle East region alone will almost treble to over 2,950.
The global smart airport market is expected to reach close to a
value of $13 billion by 2019 and $14.87 billion by 2021.
In the Middle East, the smart airports market will be worth $850
million by 2019 and airports in the UAE lead in smart technology
adoption. The airport security market is projected to hit a value
of US$16 billion by 2024, according to Global Market Insights, Inc.

375 exhibitors from 60 countries this year. Approximately
7,500 attendees are expected to attend the B2B show, with
75% of exhibitors returning after their highly successful 2018
participation.
The show will take place in an exhibition space of over 15,000
square metres. In last year’s show, the largest number of regional
hosted buyers – 190 – came from 34 countries, and this year
we aim to exceed 300 buyers hosted at multiple content and
networking events.

The threat of criminal attacks and terrorism continues to be the
key market driver. The rising penetration of smart technologies
and Internet of Things (IoT) in airports is fuelling the demand
within the airport security market. These include technologies
such as remote check-ins, sensor equipment, e-gates and RFID
(radio frequency identification) baggage reconciliation systems.

Can you offer some detail on the nature of your exhibitor
base?

In an annual survey, co-sponsored by SITA and Airports Council
International (ACI), more than half of the world’s airports listed
security as the top priority for IT investments for passenger and
airport security.

What do you think distinguishes this show from other
regular industry events? What sets it apart and attracts
visitors from right around the world?

Are you expecting to see even more exhibitors and
visitors than you did at last year’s event?
The world’s largest annual airport exhibition will have a record

Exhibitors come from almost all geographical regions and all
sectors related to the airport industry, but exhibitors are more
common from Europe, the US and the Middle East and Asia.

The Airport Show has its own USP [unique selling points] and
we continue to maintain our uniqueness, much to the industry’s
benefit. For the exhibitors, it remains a good platform to
showcase their products and to win new business. The show has
everything related to airports under one roof.

Airport Show Dubai, 2018
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GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

THE GATEWAY TO STEP-FREE BOARDING

a safer,
all-inclusive

passenger
experience

delivers
huge cost

savings

drives
turnaround
efficiencies!

To find out more visit www.aviramp.com
or contact one of our team on sales@aviramp.com
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OPINION

The importance of
creating an Airport
Community
Mie Rajcic has been passionate about creating a community at Copenhagen
Airport for the last five years. Recently moving on from Denmark’s busiest
air gateway, she now runs her own company with the goal of creating airport
communities by integrating partners/handlers into the decision-making process.
She believes that collaboration is fundamental for creating a safe and efficient
airport
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Before we dive into the benefits of
an airport community, let me just
introduce you to the definition. The
word ‘community’ comes from the word
‘common’ and embraces the condition
of sharing or having certain attitudes and
interests in common. In airports, we can
relate it to the fact that everyone working
within or having an impact on the aircraft
turnaround process has a common
interest: namely, getting an aircraft away
on time safely and efficiently.
An Airport Community is a lot more
than ACDM
Most airports have implemented Airport
Collaborative Decision Making (ACDM)
and are looking into developing a platform
where real-time operational data can
be exchanged. Let me emphasise that
this is not, in itself, a ‘community’ but
merely supporting tools for optimising
operational performance on a daily basis.
Important, certainly, but not what I have
in mind with regard to a community. What
I am talking about is including airport
partners in the vision of the airport, its
strategic direction and prioritisation when
it comes to certain investments.

Collaborating on a more strategic level
will strengthen the competitive position
of the airport, since all perspectives
will then have been analysed, evaluated
and debated. This will lead to the most
beneficial decisions for the airport
community as a whole.
An Airport Community has a shared
vision. A vision that can be turned into
goals and that everyone supports. It is
about the feeling: a feeling of being an
important part of something bigger and a
feeling that creates a shared identity and
thereby a strong urgency to drive results.
Conflicting interests
We are all aware of the triangle that
consists of the airport, airlines and ground
handlers. Often, conflicting interests pop
up between the partners.
Airports try to optimise the value of
infrastructure, since capacity will always
be a limited resource.
Airlines want their aircraft parked on
gates near lounges with the possibility of
rapid connection and branding to increase

revenue possibilities. They are very
focused on the passenger experience and,
depending on the type of airline, there will
be different needs to meet.
Ground handlers form the last part of the
value chain, but from my perspective are
also very underestimated. As we know,
profit margins are low, due to airlines
driving costs down. Ground handlers are
often under pressure owing to a lack of
resources in terms of both people and
GSE. They often handle a variety of airline
types and have to adjust the operations to
meet the need.
It is within this triangle that we find a huge
potential for improving results through
creating an Airport Community.
Shared benefits
Forecasts predict that many airports will
reach their upper capacity limit before
previously anticipated due to ongoing
increases in traffic. To accommodate
this increased traffic, most airports have
therefore put in place expansion plans.
To operate and expand at the same time
– often in a constrained environment –

GROUND POWER UNITS
FROM 60 TO 180 kVA
www.bertolipowerunits.it
info@bertolisrl.it
+39 0521 861386
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airport partners are required to come up
with new solutions that enable them to
turn aircraft around safely and even more
efficiently.
This can only be done through
collaboration between the partners.
Airports have no (or little) clue about
ground operations: thus they are very
dependent on the handlers delivering
services to the common customer –
airlines.
Airports often make decisions that
will make it more difficult for handlers
to operate. If ground handling isn’t
performed efficiently, aircraft might
be delayed, which will impact on the
competitiveness of airports.
But if an airport includes both airlines
and ground handlers in the development
of its expansion plans, solutions will be
sustainable and will benefit all partners.

Transforming the mindset
So far, airports have been sitting at the
head of the table making all the decisions.
Probably that has been fine so far; after all,
airports own the infrastructure and make
the necessary investments. On the other
hand, if ground handlers cannot generate
a profit due to a complex infrastructure
provided by the airport, it is fatal to all.
To build a community, the airport has to
facilitate the process. To really benefit
from a community, all partners – but
especially airports – will have to change
their mindset to one where inclusiveness
and collaboration are more important
than power.
To include partners, you must change the
mindset of the people making decisions
about expansion plans. It takes more than
just good intentions. It takes leadership
skills to make the transformation. But it
will be worth it. Imagine the airport

“
If an airport includes both
airlines and ground handlers in
the development of expansion
plans, solutions will be
sustainable and will benefit all
partners
Mie Rajcic

Mie previously served variously
as head of airside compliance and
safety, of operational business
development and as the executive
assistant to the director of traffic and
airside operations at Copenhagen
Airport.
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She is available for consulting
and lectures on creating airport
communities.
For more information please visit
www.airportcommunity.dk or write
to hello@airsidecommunity.dk
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building a new baggage hall where
the ground handlers cannot operate
efficiently. This will surely impact the
handling process as well as the passenger
experience.
A practical example
At Copenhagen Airport, the operator
has been working intensely on partner
involvement over the last few years.
Together with ground handlers, new
stands have been designed. The airport
made the first proposal, and then the
ground handlers made adjustments. The
end result was created in collaboration
and supports efficient ground operations.
The new stands are larger and designed
without obstacles such as light poles,
and technical support is sited in the
middle of the handling area. If the
handlers hadn’t had the chance to make
adjustments to the stands, they would
have been designed on the basis of sparse
knowledge of ground operations.
For a gateway to create a genuine
community, there are certain steps that
should be followed. The five steps to
creating an Airport Community are:
1.
Get people to understand the
importance of partner involvement
2.
Be curious about their needs – they are
often different depending on the service
they provide
3.
Get to know your handlers, airlines and
ATC – find out who they are – not just
an email address but the real people
4.
Create a forum in which you discuss
the strategic and long-term vision of
the airport, including expansion plans
– and allow all partners to give their
perspective
5.
Create a forum for daily operation, if
you don’t already have it. This allows
for daily operations to be discussed in
one place and more strategic long-term
issues to be discussed in another place.
You need different types of skills for
each forum
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Aviramp equipment in place at Seattle-Tacoma
International Airport, on the US west coast

FOCUS

Rapid growth
for Aviramp

Terri Smart-Jewkes, global sales & marketing director at Telford, UK-based
aircraft boarding ramp and bridge supplier Aviramp, tells Airside about how
the company has grown so quickly
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Aviramp has grown exponentially over
the last five years, she says, pointing to an
increase in turnover from just £22,000
in its first year of trading in 2014 to £10
million by the end of 2018 – “phenomenal
growth”, she observes.
The company remains independently
owned (solely by Graham Corfield) and
UK based, although plans are being made
to open a manufacturing plant in the US.
Such a move would follow on from the
launch of a new sales and service office in
Houston, Texas. This expansion strategy
has been prompted by the demand
for Aviramp’s suite of patented mobile
passenger boarding ramps and bridges in
the US.
“What is more, we are constantly
innovating, and our suite of patented
passenger ramps and bridges – the Lite,
Domestic, Regional, Continental and
International – service all aircraft types,

including widebodies,” Smart-Jewkes says.
Aviramp equipment is, she continues, in
demand in markets all over the world,
including the UK, Ireland, Europe,
Scandinavia, Africa, Asia, Australia/New
Zealand, the US, Canada and South
America. “In fact it is far easier to say
where we are not prevalent – in a nutshell
China and India.”
Furthermore, “We now have solarpowered versions of our equipment
alongside diesel, and the Lite comes
in a manual version as well. We also
introduced the Mobiloader a few years
ago, which has been particularly popular
in the UK and parts of Europe, a piece of
equipment that deals with the loading and
unloading of the heavy electric mobility
aids.
“Plus, we are also introducing an Aviramp
Turnaround Kit that comprises our ramp,

2019

As a business,
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the Aviramp
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air stairs and belt loader. Its advantage is streamlined control and
training, ensuring that all equipment is operated using the same
control system.”
This equipment had a soft launch in 2018.
But the real “game-changers” remain the Aviramp passenger
boarding products, Smart-Jewkes declares. “Recent independent
trials conclude that using these products eliminates the need
for ambulift or stairs and it is not only a product for PRM
[passengers with restricted mobility] but can be used for all
passengers for a safer and quicker boarding process. Statistics
reveal that Aviramp [boarding] is in fact faster by 30% and thus
drives turnaround efficiencies, along with making huge cost
savings and delivering an all-inclusive passenger experience.”
Demand
Reflecting the high demand for Aviramp products, the company
has received orders worth £6.7 million just since the start
of 2019, Smart-Jewkes told Airside in late January. “And we
unexpectedly received an order in December from one airport
worth just short of £2 million. This is indicative of Aviramp and
its impact on operations.
“It is not just airlines and airports or even passengers that
love and champion our products,” Smart-Jewkes insists; “it
is the ground handlers themselves due to their one-person

operation, and their ease of use. We heard from handlers during
a recent photo shoot tour where we were able to witness
and photograph live turnarounds at busy airports such as Los
Angeles, Seattle-Tacoma and Birmingham in the UK, whilst
capturing live testimonials from those that use this equipment
everyday. We were truly overwhelmed by their feedback.
“We also saw for ourselves the streamlined easy turnarounds
with Aviramp, allowing all passengers including PRM to de-plane
together, easily, safely and quickly.”
Smart-Jewkes recalls: “As a business, we have built the Aviramp
brand very successfully and we continue to amplify it through a
variety of channels. We will be on tour again doing a wide variety
of trade shows all over the world.
“Our other key differentiator is that we produce our products
to the highest standards at our factory, located in Shropshire in
the UK. With our core products and a raft of optional extras, we
essentially offer bespoke products to suit budgets and individual
environments.
“So we are an agile, forward-thinking business with highly
creative and strategic people with the necessary aviation and
manufacturing expertise to build unrivalled relationships and
an outstanding product and service for all our customers…
wherever they are,” Smart-Jewkes concludes.

Moving into Texas
In February, Aviramp opened
an office in Houston, Texas,
in what it says was a response to
handling the high demand for Aviramp
mobile passenger boarding ramps and
bridges. Plans for expansion there
include opening a factory in 2020 but,
in the interim period, the office will
be responsible for Aviramp’s US sales
and customer service operation.
The new office represents “an integral
part of a global macro strategy to build
localised sales teams in key markets
worldwide”, Aviramp says. “Many are
already up and running.”
A company spokesperson notes: ”We have
wanted to launch operations in the US
for some time given the overwhelming
support for the product in North America,
and have delayed simply due to identifying
the right premises and representative to
oversee operations there.”
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Also at Seattle-Tacoma Airport

Any sweeper can claim to be as good as

On the flight line it’s a bit more difficult
The FOD*BOSS airfield sweeper performs better than any sweeper seen before. From its high
collection capabilities to its amazing speed and unrivalled efficiency, it is not just the ultimate FOD
sweeper, it is the ultimate FOD*BOSS.
The result? A virtually maintenance free tarmac sweeper capable of removing dangerous material
such as rocks, metallic or non-metallic objects, luggage hardware and even sand, that has a sweep
width up to 22ft./7m to 24ft./7.3m and operates at speeds up to 30 mph/50 kph in wet or dry conditions.
This multi-patented sweeping system comes with an unconditional lifetime money back guarantee
on performance and durability.
Put the FOD*BOSS to the test, if at any time it is proven not to be the world’s best FOD sweeper,
return for refund. See for yourself what separates the truly exceptional from the merely average.

Photo courtesy of NASA

FOD GONE

For more information or contact details of your local worldwide distributor please visit or email:
www.fodboss.com or fodboss@aerosweep.com
The FOD*BOSS system is subject to patents and or patent applications.

FOCUS | JBT

FOCUS

JBT takes over US tug
manufacturer LEKTRO
In late January, GSE manufacturing giant JBT announced that it had
agreed a deal to acquire LEKTRO, Inc, the privately-owned supplier
of electric tugs based in Oregon, on the west coast of the US. The
deal is expected to close by the end of the first quarter of this year,
as this issue of Airside goes to press
On announcing the acquisition, JBT described
LEKTRO as a “leader in the design, manufacture, and
supply of high-quality, all-electric towbarless tow and
pushback vehicles for the business jet and commercial
aviation market”.
As such, “LEKTRO provides AeroTech [AeroTech
handles the aviation-related aspects of JBT’s business]
with a more comprehensive and compelling offering
of commercial aviation ground support equipment
by expanding its range of products into electric
towbarless aircraft pushback tractors for narrow body
and smaller aircraft,” commented Tom Giacomini,
JBT’s chairman, president and CEO in January.
“As airlines, ground handlers and airport operators
increasingly focus on their environmental footprint
and productivity, AeroTech is now well positioned to
lead in the market supporting the growing demand for
emissions-free ground support equipment,” he added.
LEKTRO’s electric tugs are thus regarded as a good
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“
AeroTech
is now well
positioned
to lead in the
market
Tom Giacomini,
JBT

JBT | FOCUS

complement to JBT’s diesel tow tractors and other GSE,
including de-icers, cargo loaders, belt loaders, mobile stairs, preconditioned air (PCA) carts, and ground power units (GPUs).
Moreover: “LEKTRO’s reputation for great customer service
and products that are easy to operate, easy to maintain, and
highly reliable makes it an ideal fit for JBT AeroTech,” noted
Dave Burdakin, executive vice-president and president of JBT
AeroTech.
JBT has confirmed that the leadership at LEKTRO will remain
“unchanged”, and that it expects the latter’s focus on “great
products and great service” will continue under JBT.
As for LEKTRO, its owner, Eric Poulson, remarked: “Together
our companies will provide customers a global sales and
support presence, a much broader portfolio of products and
services, and deeper engineering capabilities for future product
development.”

JBT’s David Burdakin

JBT’s current B series of towbar tractors
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The acquisition price was confirmed to be US$48 million, before
customary post-closing adjustments. JBT said that the purchase
of LEKTRO would add annual revenue of approximately $35
million to its profit and loss account.
Offering up further thoughts on the deal, Charles Durst – vice
president and general manager of AeroTech – told Airside:
“LEKTRO and JBT have known each other for 13 years, dating
back to 2005.

JBT designs, produces and services sophisticated products and
systems for multi-national and regional customers through its
FoodTech segment, while it sells equipment and services to
domestic and international air transportation customers through
its AeroTech segment.
JBT Corporation as a whole employs approximately 5,800
people worldwide and operates sales, service, manufacturing and
sourcing operations in more than 25 countries.

“LEKTRO has long been seen by JBT as a company offering highquality products and customer care. Due to our shared values,
JBT assessed them as a great fit with the AeroTech portfolio.
“Mutual discussions between the companies have occurred on
and off over the years and got more serious in 2015.
“LEKTRO manufactures all-electric towbarless tractors which
complements JBT’s current GSE product offering. Value from the
acquisition will be provided both ways and will serve to improve
both businesses,” Durst also pointed out.
“LEKTRO will have access to JBT resources including Engineering
to ensure that they continue to flourish with the same highquality products and customer care. LEKTRO’s brand has
extensive marketplace awareness and JBT intends to continue
using it in the future.
“JBT Corporation’s company objective is to grow organically and
through strategic acquisitions. JBT has acquired 14 businesses
since 2014 and through the years has developed an effective
integration process which will be used to welcome LEKTRO to
the JBT family,” Durst concluded.
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A new option for
aircraft washing
and de-icing
Skien, Norway-based MSG Production has
developed a closed-system option for
aircraft washing and de-icing, the first example
of which is now in place as a demonstrator

A close-up of a de-icing arm

MSG president Svein Maeland developed the concept and
associated technologies for an under-cover, ‘closed’ aircraft de/
anti-icing process that saves time and resources, and reduces
environmental degradation, some years ago. It is now available
for viewing at Skien Airport Geiteryggen and is, MSG says,
attracting potential operators from airlines and airports.

Also, the system is quick and efficient: it takes just a few minutes
to de-ice an aircraft (three minutes for a one-step de-icing
process, six minutes for a two-step de-icing and anti-icing
process). Washing an aircraft with the new system takes about
20 minutes, a significant saving on an aircraft wash that might
take the best part of a night in many cases at present.

Underneath the surface of the MSG system are tanks that can
collect the fluids used during the process; that fluid can then
be either treated on-site or taken elsewhere for treatment
or disposal. Because the system has this closed loop, spent
fluids can be collected and recycled, offering operators a
more environmentally friendly option for their aircraft de-icing
procedures.

That time is entirely predictable, notes MSG, adding that this
compares favourably to regular de-icing/anti-icing procedures
elsewhere that are undertaken by trained specialists in de-icing
machines on aircraft aprons. Adverse environmental conditions
(such as high winds blowing the fluid away from an airframe) are
also taken out of the equation. Plus, because the system is fully
automated – nozzles fitted at the end of flexible, automatically

jewersdoors.co.uk
@Jewers_Doors
+44 (0)1767 317090  jjewers@jewersdoors.co.uk

World renowned door solutions for all your airside requirements.
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controlled arms spray de-icing and anti-icing fluid over an aircraft
– human error is not an issue, insists Frøydis Garmo Hovden, vice
president sales at MSG.
The RS-500 can de-ice and/or wash any aircraft of up to Code
C size. The RS-400 is designed for warmer climates in which
operators only require the system’s aircraft washing and
inspection capabilities. This model may well prove particularly
popular in regions such as the Middle East, where sand
contaminant is a problem needing to be cleared on a regular
basis but where snow and ice are not an issue.

system’s operator depending on the aircraft to be serviced and
the requirements of the pilot). For de-icing, the basic procedure
is as follows: aircraft approach (approach and movement
through the facility is controlled by means of a Mototok tug);
removal of contaminant; quality assurance check; application of
de-icing fluid; and finally, application of anti-icing fluid. Both the
RS-400 and RS-500 models offer brushless washing, with closely
controlled nozzles performing high-pressure over- and underwashing of the aircraft. An MSG facility can also be equipped with
inspection cameras that allow an airframe to be fully checked
over for damage or other problems.

An aircraft being de-iced or washed by the RS-500 passes
through an automated, staged process (pre-selected by the

Two aircraft can pass through a facility simultaneously, the
second entering once the first has reached the halfway point.

ALL THINGS EQUAL, EXPERIENCE MATTERS.
TransCon Service Maintenance
Vehicle
Model HTSBSUV
With Scissor Lift

Charger Electric Baggage-Cargo
Tractor

Model HLE
Available with lead-acid or lithium battery

TransCon
Baggage-Cargo Tractor

Classic Baggage-Cargo Tractor

Model HTSB30-60
Also available with lithium battery

As a manufacturer of our own parts and components, we have the ability to customize parts as well as support parts beyond standard expected part life in the industry.

Model HT30-60

TransCon APV
Airport Maintenance Vehicle
Model HTSBAPV

www.harlan-corp.com
+1-800-255-4262
sales@harlan-corp.com
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Under the Patronage of H.H. Sheikh Ahmed bin Saeed Al Maktoum,
President of Dubai Civil Aviation Authority, Chairman of Dubai Airports, Chairman and Chief Executive of Emirates Airlines and Group
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The Future of
Airport Innovation
Starts Here
Now in its 19th edition, Airport Show has become an essential
annual meeting place for the entire airport community.

Register online
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Experience the exciting, new smart technologies and initiatives
that contribute to a better airport experience.
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GROUND TEAM RED | INTERVIEW

Ground Team Red, Control Centre launch

FOCUS

Handler launches new digital
control centre at KLIA
Kevin Chin, CEO of Ground Team Red (GTR), tells Airside about the launch
of the control centre at Malaysia’s Kuala Lumpur International Airport (KLIA)
and how its multi-faceted capabilities will ‘revolutionise’ ground handling

What is the history of Ground Team
Red and what are its present business
objectives?
Ground Team Red Sdn Bhd (GTR) is
a joint venture between [Singaporeheadquartered handler and air catering
services provider] SATS and [Malaysian
low-cost carrier] AirAsia Berhad; it
commenced operations on 1 November
2017.
GTR aims to maintain the highest quality
product by embracing technology
(innovation and digitalisation) to improve
the productivity of our personnel, thus
enhancing service level, with a strong
emphasis on maintaining high safety
standards.
GTR provides a comprehensive range

of ground handling services such as:
guest handling, baggage services, aircraft
handling, cargo handling and security
services.

AirAsia Malaysia CEO Riad Asmat, AirAsia
X Malaysia CEO Benyamin Ismail and
Malaysia Airports Holdings Berhad Acting
Group CEO Raja Azmi Raja Nazuddin.

Currently, GTR has a presence in 17
airports, and it handles an average of 475
flights daily.

The minister was briefed on the key
highlights of the control centre by
the project manager, Fairul Azriq,
alongside GTR’s guest services and ramp
personnel, who demonstrated the various
innovations that will be used operationally
in conjunction with the control centre.

What form did the November launch
of the new digital control centre take?
The launch of the control centre was
officiated by the minister of transport in
Malaysia, YB Loke Siew Fook, and GTR
CEO Kevin Chin, along with AirAsia Group
CEO Tony Fernandes, GTR chairman
Bo Lingam, SATS EVP [executive vice
president] Yacoob Piperdi, SATS CDO
[chief development officer] Albert Pozo,

What capabilities does the digital
control centre offer GTR and what
difference will it make to your
efficiency?
This fully digitalised control centre will
allow GTR to track aircraft handling by
Spring 2019 | airside.com
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converging real-time digital information
on passenger boarding, baggage
reconciliation and ramp loading activities
through a digital dashboard, with the
target of an aircraft turnaround of 25
minutes.
In digitalising operations, guest services
personnel will use a smartphone to
execute the gate boarding process,
allowing staff to board passengers
conveniently while tracking the gate
boarding process in real time efficiently
and accurately.
The same smartphones will be deployed
at the baggage carousel for baggage
reconciliation and also [for] the
e-readback ramp loading system to
provide an organised view of all baggage
and cargo loads for the flight.
This will improve safety by ensuring
accurate aircraft weight and balance
readings for flight planning purposes as
well as eliminate paper-based loading
instructions, which are difficult to manage
at night and in bad weather conditions.
GTR staff will also now use their handheld
devices to automatically clock in when
they report for work and receive their
flight assignments automatically. This
saves time for staff to meet their flights
without the need to report to the office.

Another key feature of the control
centre is a virtual reality training chamber
incorporating six modules – cargo ramp,
tech ramp (lavatory), tech ramp (water
service), tech ramp (air-conditioning),
tech ramp (ground power unit) and
aircraft marshalling – that will allow
ground personnel to simulate and safely
conduct real world scenarios and training
exercises without the need for aircraft
availability.
The control centre will allow for the
efficient allocation of manpower and aims
to maximise the productivity of ground
personnel, emphasising safety standards
and minimising cost.
Was the development of the control
centre long in the making? Does it
represent a significant investment for
your owners/investors?
GTR has set RM35 million (US$8.4 million)
aside to improve our service delivery,
which spans across Guest Happiness,
Cargo, and Ramp operations. This control
centre is part of this investment to
modernise and bring innovation to ground
handling operations.
This digital control centre is a first for
Malaysia, and will revolutionise how
ground operations services are delivered.
The centre will allow us to serve our

clients better through live information
sharing of aircraft status while simplifying
processes, particularly at gate boarding,
where it improves the gate boarding
experience for passengers and improves
hub passenger connectivity through Kuala
Lumpur.
Do you have further developments of
the system planned?
The next step would be to infuse artificial
intelligence to automate passenger
processing, interlined by destination and
transit time, to maximise and enhance
parking bay allocation and immigration
for the passengers’ comfort. GTR will also
be working closely with the Malaysian
Airports community to use data for
guest convenience, and enhancement of
connectivity.
Modernising ground operations is also
critical as a means of attracting a younger
and diverse talent pool. The use of smart
devices at key areas of operations will not
only bring a lot of benefit to the airport
operations personnel, but also to airline
customers, who can access live digital
data via their mobile phones at their own
convenience.
This will also eliminate a lot of manual
paperwork, thus reducing our carbon
footprint where we can.

Hangar Doors
Weathertight and insulated.
The most reliable hangar door
choice from Arctic areas
to scorching hot climates.
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